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 We will support your system  
change ambitions
Amity Relationship Solutions can support your organisation through bespoke 
consultancy, training, coaching and strategic development. We provide practitioner 
resources that are used all over the UK, created for the frontline workforce that 
will make a tangible difference to everyday practice, in particular parental conflict, 
separated parents, child to parent violence and abuse and domestic abuse. 

We have substantial experience in the public, private, health and education 
sector helping organisations develop and embed relational, restorative and 
mediation approaches that will support organisations achieve good outcomes for 
the organisation and the people they work with. 

Our support and resources will help to create a lasting sustainable legacy that will 
enable the work to continue for years to come.

Amity Relationship Solutions is a specialist partnership, combining the skills, knowledge and expertise of  
Kate Nicolle and Emily Nickson-Williams who lead the organisation and their team of expert associates.  

They have the added benefit of nationally renowned reputations as experts around the parental and family 
conflict agenda and for helping local authorities respond effectively to parental conflict and other types of 
family relationship difficulties. Kate and Emily are experienced consultants, keynote speakers, subject matter 
experts and trainers in relation to system change and transformation around complex parental conflict, 
relational practice, separated parents in conflict, child to parent violence and abuse and domestic abuse. 

Their organisation, Amity Relationship Solutions, offers bespoke packages, based on the unique needs of each 
local authority. We would recommend an initial conversation with us for a tailor-made package of support that 
fits your current progress and aspirations around the parental conflict/family relationships agenda. 

Amity is dedicated to providing your 
organisation with the very best support 
available in this sector. 

Relational practice shines throughout 
the work we do. 



Here is what you can expect from Amity:
 
CO-PRODUCTION 
We are experts in co-production.  Our process is simple and transparent – design, plan, assess, deliver.  
We do this together, with you from day one. 

CONSISTANTLY GOOD FEEDBACK
Our reputation means everything to us. When we work with you we respect and represent your 
organisational values and cores beliefs – they become a shared objective.  Our feedback reflects our 
commitment to you. 

RELATIONSHIP EXPERTISE
We understand the public sector and we are experts in relationships.  We work with your organisation and 
partners to understand your systems, processes and priorities and how they fit in to your overall ambitions.  

CHALLENGE  
We challenge you to reflect on where you really are in terms of your journey, we challenge you to be 
ambitious and realistic about what you want to achieve. We are the critical friend that works alongside you and 
your partners to shape a legacy that will be in place for the long term. 

EXPERIENCED CONSULTANTS AND ASSOCIATES 
Our founders and associates are experts in the relationships and public sector field.  We have many 
years’ experience in children’s services, couples therapy, health, secondary and university education, family 
mediation, resource development and training facilitation.  Amity consultants and associates have at least  
15 years of relevant experience before working with us. 

QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
Our products and resources are used all over the UK. We spend a long time getting our resources just  
right so that they work in a practical way and make a genuine difference to practice and to families. 

A NEEDS LED INFORMED APPROACH 
We offer a unique approach to our consultation process that makes a real difference to the decisions you 
make as an organisation. We work in a relational way and our multi-agency consultation process reflects that.  
We understand that no two local authorities are in the same place and our strengths-based process will help 
you grow and generate results. 

GROWTH, SUSTAINABILITY AND A LASTING LEGACY
We work with you to provide support that is based on your needs and aspirations. 

Amity understands the pressures of local authorities, we therefore have a range of support options.   



What people say about working with us:
 

Products and Services 
We have a wide range of user-friendly resources that make a tangible difference to the multi-agency 
workforce.  Co-production is at the heart of our approach to working with you, therefore we regularly  
create new products and resources, and will design bespoke resources to meet your specific needs. 

Amity Toolkit (for intact couples) 
This has been described as the ‘must have’ universal practical 
guide for anyone working with parental conflict across the 
multi-agency workforce. This is Amity’s unique product that can 
be personalised to your local need to include your own logos, 
pathways, support options and additional content. It contains 
a solution focussed parental assessment with strategies and 
tools that can be used to support any couple or individual 
concerned about parental conflict and the impact of their 
arguments on their children. It has been designed by subject 
matter experts to support the frontline workforce to practically 
and effectively respond to parental conflict with couples or 
individuals whether they are together or not. 

This toolkit has been described by a range of frontline 
practitioners as their ‘go to essential guide to working with 
parental conflict’. 

 Strategic Feedback
“ Emily and Kate have been leading the way nationally and at a local level with work 

around reducing parental conflict in the interests of children. Both Emily and Kate also 
presented at our Reducing Parental Conflict Conference and those of us lucky enough 
to be in attendance walked away singing their praises and feeling they had really 
helped us understand what the work is all about and how it relates to all of us”  
Strategic RPC Lead

THE PRACTITIONER TOOLKIT  
PARENTAL CONFLICT
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“ Before this training, I didn’t feel confident about having a conversation, 
being curious about the couple relationships or why I should. Now it makes 
sense, if I don’t recognise the problems in those relationships and support 
them then who will?”  health visitor 



Amity Sessions (for intact couples) 
This is sessional structured support resource intended for 
use with couples who are concerned about conflict in their 
relationship and who are working with a frontline practitioner 
able to spend some time with them across at least 6 sessions. 
It has been designed by subject matter experts who have 
worked and trained in a variety of specialist roles including 
family mediation, family coaching, couple relationship 
counselling and Children’s Services and has been found to be 
most useful when used by a range of front-line practitioners 
across early help, children’s centres, social care, education, 
health, adult services, youth justice, youth services and 
voluntary sector organisations. The solution focussed sessions 
build week on week to help couples understand why they 
argue, how this impacts on their children, what strategies they 
can use to communicate more effectively & cope better.  
This valuable tool can be recorded within existing case note  
systems with progress measured using self-reporting assessment.  

STRUCTURED SUPPORT SESSIONS:  
PARENTAL CONFLICT

“ This has made working with our parents a lot easier.  I was trying to work out 
a way of putting together resources that would help them move forward and 
stop arguing. As a case worker I don’t have the time to create a structure that 
works with my case notes and action plan so this has made things a lot easier.   
I like the assessment, it makes parents think about their child in all this”.  
children centre case worker



Amity Co-Parenting Sessions  
(for parenting co-operatively  
after separation)
This is a sessional structured support resource over 6 sessions 
and is for use with parents who are no longer together and 
who are concerned (or their practitioner is concerned) about 
conflict in their relationship and the impact that can have on 
their children. These sessions have been designed by subject 
matter experts who have worked and trained in a variety of 
specialist roles including family mediation, family coaching, 
couple counselling and Children’s Services. The sessions 
have been found to be most useful when used by a range of 
front-line practitioners across early help, children’s centres, 
social care, education, health, adult services, youth justice, 
youth service, voluntary sector organisations. This is a solution 
focussed, restorative toolkit and builds week on week to help 
parents understand why they argue, how this impacts on their children, how and why their relationship  
ended, the impact of new partners and children/step-children, what strategies they can use to communicate 
more effectively & cope better, working together as ‘co-parents’. It ends with a ‘communication and  
parenting plan’ that can be created with their practitioner and can prevent  
some families from resorting to the under-pressure family court system.  

“ The fact that the training comes with a complete set workbook/resource 
to use with a separated family makes it so valuable to me. Understandable 
and practical activities in an instantly useable format. I can definitely see how 
using this might prevent some families going to court over their children” 
social worker, children’s services

STRUCTURED SUPPORT SESSIONS:  
PARENTAL CONFLICT

STRUCTURED SUPPORT SESSIONS: 
PARENTING CO-OPERATIVELY 

AFTER SEPARATION



Amity Groups (for intact couples, 
delivered to groups of parents) 
This programme is a valuable addition to your parenting 
programme group offer. It works really well with groups 
of parents who can work together to understand how to 
build a strong couple relationship. It’s split into six practical 
sessions.  The practitioner led programme has a range 
of useful tools and activities to help parents and couples 
strengthen their bond, improve their communication and 
learn how to identify and deal with conflict as it arises.

Amity Couple Code
Good relationship support is about asking good questions 
and not about giving good advice.  This is an entry/universal 
level resource designed for the initial contact with a couple/
co parents about their relationship and the quality of their 
communication. This can be used by anyone who wants to 
reach out to a couple or individual and set them off on a  
path of reflection, encouraging them to identify steps they 
can take towards understanding each other and their conflict 
better. This does not specifically require support from a  
trained practitioner.  

“ I have never been part of a group like this 
before. It was really good to hear other people talk about their relationship, 
what it’s like to bring up children and the pressure that can bring.  We have 3 
children between us and had a lot of conflict about how we would bring them 
all up.  It definitely got us thinking about ways we could communicate so 
that the kids aren’t affected by our differing parenting views. We are talking 
things through a lot more than we did, we met some nice people.” 

STRUCTURED SUPPORT SESSIONS:  
PARENTAL CONFLICT

THE COUPLE CODE
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GROUP WORK SESSIONS 
FOR INTACT COUPLES



Amity iCAN (parenting resource)
iCAN has been created in response to the stresses faced by 
parents.  As a parent we have a responsibility to ensure that 
our children grow into healthy, happy humans.  This may 
seem like a really dauting task and at times feels like a huge 
responsibility.  All parents get stressed and overwhelmed which 
is perfectly normal.  When we get stressed, it is easy to feel 
like we have no choice but to use more drastic measures such 
as shouting, swearing, throwing things or worse – lashing out.  
It doesn’t have to be this way; there are many ways to be an 
assertive and nurturing parent without being loud or angry.  We 
can be in control in many other ways – new ways that we might 
not have thought about before.  We can remain in control of 
our feelings and emotions, our actions, the decisions we make 
and the steps we take as a parent to take care of our children.  
When we remain in control of our emotions and our feelings it 
shows our children what we expect of them.  
It is good role modelling.  The iCAN programme is perfect for 
parents who want to take control of their emotions so that it 
doesn’t impact on their relationship with their child in a negative  
way. iCAN strengthens the bond between parent and child. 

iCAN for Wales
iCAN for Wales is a version of iCAN that has been specifically  
developed in response to the changes to the ending physical  
punishment legislation which you can read about here:

Ending physical punishment of children | GOV.WALES

View the iCAN video on 

AMITY iCAN 
FOR PARENTS
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8f9yz2BEnhY


Amity Next Time (parents resource)
This resource is a self help handbook for couples/co-parents, like 
a first aid kit to use when conflict is challenging the quality of 
a relationship. The way this resource works, is that they use the 
section most relevant to the situation the couple find themselves 
in. For instance if they have just had a big argument that did not 
end in any kind of resolution, then the couple would go to the 
‘post argument’ section that will help them to process what had 
happened, why it happened and how to move forward more 
positively.

Amity Next Time has this title because there is always going to 
be a next time, there will always be another argument, we are 
humans after all, but this resource is designed to ensure that next 
time it can be dealt with it in a better way.

AMITY NEXT TIME 
FOR PARENTS
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Strategic support and consultancy options
In any transformative process and in the spirit of our relational practice and co-production culture, we believe 
it is important to understand the organisational context in which you want to inform sustainable change. We 
can support you through bespoke consultancy in the form of one-to-one meetings, webinars and workshops 
for senior leaders, elected member, practitioners, and citizens including making use of planning tools and 
maturity matrix models. We would want to take account of your current local governance arrangements and 
review policy and strategy to ensure that changes support a long-term change vision for you as opposed to 
short term benefits or quick wins. We understand that you want to leave a lasting, sustainable legacy for your 
families and will support you to achieve this.

Relationship Ambassadors Programme 
We have a track record and extensive experience in strategically supporting local authorities. The programme 
will support your local representative to grow and embed your relationships agenda across the system.  
Your Relationship Ambassador will learn from the very best in this field.  They will form part of a group of 
Relationship Ambassadors from all across the UK who are supporting and embedding this agenda within  
their local authority.  Together they learn, grow, support each other and form a community of practice. 

Relationship Leaders Programme 
We know that you need practitioners who are skilled, confident and competent to drive forward the 
relationship’s agenda and help families make changes. We believe in sustainability and ensuring that  
your workforce are well supported so they can share their learning with others. We therefore have a 
Relationship Leaders/Champions Programme that will help them provide the very best direct training  
to the rest of the workforce. 



Amity Training
We offer a range of training, workshops, webinars, coaching and supervision. 

Relationship Toolkit 
This half day training is crucial for all practitioners working with individuals, couples or families and will provide 
them with the skills, confidence, and knowledge they need to recognise, understand, and respond to parental 
conflict.  Practitioners who complete this training will be left feeling confident, capable and ready to embed 
relationship enquiry into their everyday practice. We can also provide a bespoke version of this training to fit 
around existing tools/toolkits you already use.

Domestic Abuse
This half day training is useful for anyone who needs to understand more about domestic abuse including 
recognising and responding as part of their role.  This training requires some pre-work with your organisation 
so that it can personalised to your local area.  It includes information about the Domestic Abuse Act, what 
domestic abuse is, the impact of Covid 19, recognising signs and what to do about disclosures or concerns, 
local services and pathways.

Recognising the difference between parental conflict and domestic abuse
This is an extremely popular half day training session for any practitioner working with children, adults or 
families and has been created in response to questions raised by the wider workforce who are keen to 
recognise the difference between parental conflict and domestic abuse. This session explores the language 
used to describe parental conflict and domestic abuse, local risk assessment, understanding coercive control, 
safety planning, the critical difference between the two concerns and why sometimes there are aspects that 
could be both, how sometimes this is confusing and what do if we are concerned about either.  

Child to Parent Violence and Abuse
This popular half day training will support the frontline workforce to recognise and respond to child to parent 
violence and abuse (also known as adolescent parent violence, child on parent violence).  They will be left 
feeling confident to support parents implement strategies and undertake safety planning. The training will 
explore real, anonymised families affected by this specific type of underreported family difficulty with case 
studies reflecting their journeys. The training provides helpful tools and strategies that parents, and their 
children find valuable in making changes. 

Bespoke

Increasing engagement with dad’s and men

We offer a range of resources and training options that help increase engagement with dad’s and men,  
with the option of it being led by an expert male practitioner. 

We provide a range of specialist workshops, coaching sessions and supervision for the immediate workforce, 
wider partnership and managers/supervisors. We work with you to design workshops that meet your specific 
needs. We can provide case supervision, small group supervision and regular support, throughout the year, 
workshops that support managers and supervisors to embed/support training that has been provided to the 
workforce. Bespoke videos. We have practitioner videos/webinars that are subject specific and helpful in terms 
of ongoing supervision and refresher training. We can discuss this with you depending on your needs.



Meet the Team 

www.amityrelationshipsolutions.org/who-we-are/

Get in touch
Email Us

For an initial conversation please contact us:  
office@amityrelationshipsolutions.org
Emily.nicksonwilliams@amityrelationshipsolutions.org
Kate.nicolle@amityrelationshipsolutions.org 

Call Us

Kate:  07846 400 498
Emily:  07957 401 203

Website

www.amityrelationshipsolutions.org

WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU


